WRESTLING TEAM
GYM FOR PRACTICE

Excellent Showing Made By Morse '16 Elected Assistant Manager.

In an effort to make an even better team than that of last year, the Tech Wrestling Team has been practicing every day at the Gym for the past two weeks. Coach Kelly is exceedingly pleased with the outlook. But one man of last year's team has been lost by graduation, leaving of the 112-pound class. All the more experienced men are showing up in fine form according to the coach; and of the new men, Leslie '14 in the heavyweight class and Goodell '5 and Morse '16 in the middle-weight class are doing exceptionally well.

The regulations carried on two weeks ago with several of the New England colleges have resulted in the heads of the various wrestling teams considering the formation of a New England Collegiate Wrestling Association. If this is carried out Tech will have matches with practically all the New England colleges. So for several dates have been made with the clubs around Boston. Coach Kelly is anxious to have as many matches as possible and for this reason such like the men to keep on the lookout for any possible engagements.

The proposed project for putting wrestling on at Field Day has met with serious objections and for this reason and on account of lack of preparation, nothing will be done this fall.

KEROSENE AS MOTOR FUEL

Some remarkable results have been recently attained in the use of kerosene as motor fuel. The chief difficulty which has met previous attempts along this line is the fact that kerosene unlike gasoline, which vaporizes readily upon being sprayed into the air, requires considerable heat for its complete vaporization, a necessary condition for the efficient working of the kerosene motor. With the introduction of a special carburetter designed to be heated with the exhaust from the engine, the successful vaporization of the kerosene may be accomplished, and as kerosene has as great a fuel value as gasoline it may rival the latter as a fuel for our future automobiles. In order to start these engines the carburetter is heated electrically if the engine is run on gasoline until the exhaust becomes warmed up. The lubricating value of kerosene is another factor in favor of its use. A kerosene burning car which was entered in the Indiana-Pacific tour showed a high efficiency test.

FOUND ARTICLES

Articles enumerated below have been found. Owners of the same may obtain them at the office of the Supt. Bldgs. & Power, 26 Trinity Pl.

J. Umbrellas.
1. Pair Gloves.
3. Note books.
1. Laboratory Cost.

The Senior Election, with a large number of candidates, ought to be interesting.

The Tech Show orchestra is now being organized.
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The appearance of a feminine name upon the 1913 ballot is a matter of deeper significance than an outsider might be inclined to suppose. The small number of fair candidates has always made their exact status a matter of doubt, and one of the standard near-small sayings of the Tech man is that he closed co-educational college by preference. We have reason to believe, however, that women students at Tech are regarded by our sixteen hundred odd lords of creation with an amount of deference and respect which is lacking in many co-educational colleges and, although the respect in this particular instance has cropped out in an unexpected manner, all we can say but feel that an honest tribute has been paid to the efforts which our co-eds have held so far.

The Tech girl is no ordinary girl.

To come to a school where men so largely dominate, where the work is admirably so extremely difficult, and to do so, the success which has attended the efforts of our co-eds, is indicative of a mental and moral makeup with which few young women are endowed. We shall be glad if the advantages of having such makeups in our midst can be more widely diffused than has been the custom—if more room can be made in Tech life for the Tech girls.

EDITORIAL AGENCY

(Continued from page 1.)

3. Two subjects will be given out weekly during the first period of the contest, the first of which will be due on the Wednesday, and the second on Fridays. The subject for the editorial during the second will be published Saturday, and the second on Wednesday.

4. The information upon which editorials are based may be obtained from any source.

5. The manuscript of the editorials must be neat and present a good appearance.

Old Colony Trust Company.

17 Court Street

Boston

52 Temple Place

Boston

One account commands the services of two centrally located banking offices.